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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper, it is presented a representative sample of steady state iron plasmas focusing the 
attention on two issues. First, the huge computation capability extension up to millions of plasmas 
with the implementation of a collisional radiative balance in the relativistic average atom model 
ATMED. Second, it will be addressed the good agreement of atomic and radiative properties not 
only with respect to very recent experimental measurements of laboratories and High Energy 
Density facilities, but also to the last theoretical developments in quantum mechanics of statistical 
methods, as new codes based on the self consistent Hartree-Fock-Slater model for the average 
atom which in turn solve the Schrödinger’s or Dirac’s equations of radial wave functions. The new 
codes have been validated with some state of the art models as OPAL, SCO-RCG, STA, 
CASSANDRA, LEDCOP, THERMOS, etc.  
The results for plasma properties can be considered as relatively precise and optimal, being 
checked fundamentally the high sensitivity of calculations to changes in regime, local 
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) or non-LTE (NLTE), electronic and radiation temperatures, dilution 
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factor, matter or electronic density and plasma length. The systematic theoretical investigation is 
carried out through comparison of calculations performed with a wide set of atomic collisional 
radiative codes with detailed configurations or codes of the average atom formalism. Some 
transmissions computed with ATMED CR using UTA (Unresolved Transition Array) formalism are 
also checked with respect to very recent experimental measurements of laboratories.  
 

 
Keywords: Screened hydrogenic atomic model; collisional radiative average atom code; steady state 

iron plasmas; wide thermodynamic ranges.  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The collisional radiative model ATMED CR [1,2] 
constructed in the Average Atom formalism has 
been developed to calculate plasma population 
kinetics under coronal, local or non-local 
thermodynamic equilibrium regimes as an 
extension of the module named ATMED LTE           
[3-5] designed previously for local 
thermodynamic conditions. The atomic model is 
based on a New Relativistic Screened 
Hydrogenic Model (NRSHM) with a set of 
universal screening constants including nlj-
splitting that has been obtained by fitting to a 
large database of 61,350 atomic high quality data 
entries, compiled from the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) database of 
U.S. Department of Commerce and from the 
Flexible Atomic Code (FAC) [6,7].  
 
The calculation of accurate relativistic atomic 
populations including nlj-splitting of electronic 
orbitals, improves the precision of atomic 
properties as mean charge, rates and the 
resolution of spectral properties as opacities and 
radiative power losses, with respect to collisional 
radiative average atom codes as XSN of W. 
Lokke and W. Grasberger of 1977 with n-splitting 
[8,9] or considering nl-splitting [10-13]. The CR 
balance is based on iterative loops for reaching 
auto convergence in populations and plasma 
mean charge [14]. The accuracy ATMED CR 
code can achieve can be consulted in Section 3 
of Ref. [15] which explains in detail the phases of 
the investigation project, consisting of the 
comparison of plasma properties of this software 
with bibliographic data. 
 
The implementation of the collisional radiative 
balance with the new atomic model, allows now 
to compute plasmas in NLTE regime or coronal 
regime, widening considerably for all chemical 
elements the validity range of thermodynamic 
conditions. Through a quantitative estimation, 
plasmas computed in LTE regime can imply only 
15÷25% of the total number of non photoionized 
plasmas, that’s to say, without an external 

radiation field. Performing also a gross 
calculation and adjusting formulas for very high 
temperatures, ATMED CR can model millions of 
plasmas of pure elements and of multiple 
combinations of volume percentages of elements 
in mixtures. Besides, for each value of electronic 
temperature Te (eV) subdividing the logarithmic 
decades of input parameters within very narrow 
ranges, a lot of radiation temperatures and 
dilution factors can be considered.  
 
Section 2 displays a summary of the chronology 
of average atom models evolution highlighting 
the progressive and gradual quantization of 
matter atomic structure through theoretical and 
programming development. In Section 3 there 
are modeled plasmas *  with ATMED CR 
illustrating the huge extension got with the 
release of module ATMED CR in 2017. The 
departures from LTE regime are clearly observed 
when plasma properties are computed with 
module ATMED CR (TR = 0 or TR ≠ Te) in respect 
of calculating with ATMED CR (Te = TR). Section 
4 contains main conclusions.  
 
2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE 

AVERAGE ATOM MODEL ATMED 
 

2.1 Average Atom Models Evolution & 
Generations 

 
In this section can be found a gross summary of 
the average atom models evolution according to 
the progressive treatment of bound and free 
electrons in the ion-sphere model and according 
also to the quantum numbers with respect to 
splitting of the matter structure, of first generation 
with n-splitting (NOHEL, XSN [8]), of second 
generation with nl-splitting [10-13] and of third 
generation with nlj-splitting (THERMOS, ATMED 
LTE & CR, OPAQS, …) [16-32]. Highlighting 
some formulas, it can be noticed the long-term 
maintained evolution of atomic codes considering 
                                                           
*Plasma properties of ATMED LTE/CR superimposed over 
some original figures (courtesy of References). 
 



the average atom as a statistical item of energy 
configuration levels (ground state of minimum 
energy, single excited, doubly excited, 
autoionizing level, etc.), inside each ionic charge 
state within a set of the most populated ones by 
abundance representing the whole plasma, see 
Fig. 1.  
 
The fundamental notation of atomic codes is as 
follows: 
 

AA :  Average Atom. 
DCA :  Detailed Configuration Accounting.
DLA :  Detailed Level Accounting.
DTA :  Detailed Term Accounting.
RDCA :  Reduced Detailed Configuration 

Accounting. 
SCA:  Super Configuration Accounting.
STA:  Super Transition Array. 
 
In 1949, L. Thomas and E. Fermi established the 
first ion-sphere model in plasma physics without 
matter quantization or discrete energy levels [16], 
considering an ideal gas of electrons under the 
effect of an external autocoherent potential 
The electronic density in the non relativistic case 
is: 
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The electrostatic potential is created by the 
nucleus charge along with the distribution of 

Fig. 1. Atomic and nuclear shell structure characterization. Ionic charge states of gold in 
plasmas with detailed codes [24]
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The electrostatic potential is created by the 
nucleus charge along with the distribution of 

electron charges depending on their relative 
coordinates )',( rr  of position in space: 
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The autocoherent potential considers also the 
Kohn-Sham’s correlation of exchange potential
xcv : 

 
 )()()( rnvrvrv xcel                           

 
In 1972, B. Rozsnyai proposed a new average 
atom model considering nl-shells for the bound 
electrons in the ionic cell with discrete energy 
eigenvalues defined by quantum numbers 
(n,l,m), retaining an ideal gas of free electrons 
without quantization [16]: 
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The CR model XSN of authors W.A. Lokke and 
W.H. Grasberger was released in 1977 [8], 
developed in LLNL (Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory, California, USA) and 
considering n-splitting of energy orbitals of the 
average atom based on a screened hydrogen
atomic model.  
 
 

 
Atomic and nuclear shell structure characterization. Ionic charge states of gold in 
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In 1979, the INFERNO model by D.A. Liberman 
[20] considered a quantum treatment for both, 
bound and free electrons also through the 
quantum numbers (n,l,m) and considering the 
Fermi energy distribution functions )(

,ln
F

r
Ef  

and )(Ef F  respectively: 
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Other quantum models of Atom in Jellium (Atome 
dans un Jellium de Charge Imposée, AJCI) 
formalism were developed during decades of 
90’s and 2000, as CASSANDRA [21,22], 
PURGATORIO [23], VAAQP [16] or the 
collisional radiative codes with nl-splitting of 
References [10-13].  
 
In 2011, M.A. Mendoza launched ATMED LTE 
with a doctoral thesis [4,5] based on the New 
Relativistic Screened Hydrogenic Atomic Model 
(NRSHM) considering the next equation for a gas 
of free degenerated electrons: 
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Bound electrons are characterized through 

relativistic P. Dirac’s energy eigenvalues k  for 
bound states, depending on screened charges 

kQ  for each relativistic level k  of the average 
atom: 
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Screened charges 

kQ  are calculated depending 
on screening constants 

'kk , relativistic orbital 
populations 

kP  and energy levels degeneracy 

kD  considering ionization pressure as model for 
plasma effects: 
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Wavefunctions of bound electrons can be also 
computed based on screened charges kQ : 
 
2.2 Module ATMED CR 
 
In 2017, ATMED CR is released with a doctoral 
thesis, with the computation capability of millions 
of plasmas with very optimal and relatively 
precise results performing calculations with 
atomic processes rates inside an iterative 
collisional radiative balance [2,14]. Although 
being screened hydrogenic and performing 
calculations based on formulas instead on values 
of databases, the atomic NRSHM used inside the 
collisional radiative balance of ATMED CR has a 
very good agreement in respect of atomic and 
radiative properties with results of other codes, 
that solve numerically or analytically the non 
relativistic equation of E. Schrödinger and the 
relativistic equation of P. Dirac for medium and 
highly ionized atoms, see “APPENDIX III” of 
Reference [14]. The implementation of the 
collisional radiative balance has widened the 
validity range of thermodynamic conditions, as it 
can be observed in Fig. 3 for the examples of 
carbon and xenon. The non-LTE effects are 
noticeable for high densities with increasing 
temperatures depending also on increasing 
atomic numbers (Z). 
 
3. MODELING OF STEADY STATE IRON 

PLASMAS 
 
3.1 Atomic Properties 
 
3.1.1 Mean Charge 
 
In Fig. 4 and Table 1 there are displayed mean 
charge values of iron plasmas, checking the high 
agreement of ATMED CR results with respect to 
other atomic codes [9,17,27-29], being as well as 
a snapshot of the high sensitivity to slight 
changes in temperatures or densities. The 
departures from LTE regime are clearly observed 
with ATMED CR for low densities, high 
temperatures or TR = 0 eV. 
 
In Fig. 4.b there are displayed mean charge 
values of iron plasmas, checking the high 
agreement of ATMED CR (▬) at Nion = 1E+18 
cm-3, (▬) at Nion = 1E+20 cm-3, (▬) at Nion = 
1E+22 cm-3 results with respect to other atomic 
codes D (▬), R10 (▬), R30 (▬) and XSN (▬) of 
Ref. [9], also as a snapshot of the high sensitivity 
to changes in temperatures Te ≠ TR eV (Tr = TR) 
or densities.  



 

Fig. 2. Wavefunctions of ATMED according to formulas in references [6] and [19] for plasmas 
of Na

 

Fig. 3. Regime maps of code ABAKO for C [25] and Xe [26] plasmas. Xenon mean charge Z
colour map of ABAKO and ATMED 
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Wavefunctions of ATMED according to formulas in references [6] and [19] for plasmas 
of Na-like Ag and Kr I (Our approach) 

 

 
3. Regime maps of code ABAKO for C [25] and Xe [26] plasmas. Xenon mean charge Z

colour map of ABAKO and ATMED CR [2] 
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Wavefunctions of ATMED according to formulas in references [6] and [19] for plasmas 

 

 

3. Regime maps of code ABAKO for C [25] and Xe [26] plasmas. Xenon mean charge Zbar 



Fig. 4.a. Mean charge state Zbar of iron plasmas versus electronic temperature T
densities with codes ATMED LTE, 10

and Ne=1E+24 cm-3 with ATMED CR (
 

Fig. 4.b. Mean charge state Zbar of iron plasmas versus electronic temperature T
atom number densities (ionic densities): N

1E+20, 1E+22 cm-3, Tr=0 with 
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of iron plasmas versus electronic temperature Te

densities with codes ATMED LTE, 10-2 g/cm3 (■) or 10-4 (■), and of Ref. [27] (left). Z
with ATMED CR (■) and other codes of Workshop NLTE
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of Workshop NLTE-9 [17] 
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with Tr=100, 200, 500 eV; Nion = 
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Table 1.a. Evolution of variable mean charge Zbar with ATMED CR for comparison with ATMED LTE and codes of Ref. [9,17,27-29] 
 

ATMED LTE Te (eV) 80 200 400 600 800 1000 
ρ (g/cm3) = 10-2 15.16 20.99 23.95 24.03 24.82 25.75 
ρ (g/cm3) = 10-4 16.20 23.78 24.00 24.97 25.96 26.00 
ATMED CR Te=TR  80 100 200 400 800 1000 
ρ (g/cm3) = 10-2 15.16 15.74 20.77 23.94 24.79 25.74 
ρ (g/cm3) = 10-4 16.21 17.49 23.77 24.00 25.96 26.00 
ATMED CR TR=0  80 100 200 400 800 1000 
ρ (g/cm3) = 10-2 14.58 15.46 16.02 16.60 18.83 19.54 
ρ (g/cm3) = 10-4 12.88 13.45 15.43 15.84 16.08 16.19 
CODE ρ (g/cm3)= 1 CASSANDRA LEDCOP OPAQS ATMED LTE ATMED CR Te=TR ATMED CR TR=0 
Te (eV) = 500 22.32 22.68 22.41 22.29 22.72 21.05 
Te (eV) = 1000 23.91 23.94 23.97 23.87 24.08 23.55 
ρ (g/cm3)= 0.0127 CASSANDRA LEDCOP OPAQS ATMED LTE ATMED CR Te=TR ATMED CR TR=0 
Te (eV) = 59 12.49 12.83 12.89 12.94 12.93 12.59 
ρ (g/cm3)= 7.86 CASSANDRA LEDCOP OPAQS ATMED LTE ATMED CR Te=TR ATMED CR TR=0 
Te (eV) = 200 14.68 14.42 14.42 14.17 13.53 13.52 

 
Table 1.b. Evolution of variable mean charge Zbar with ATMED CR for comparison with codes of Ref. [9] 

 
Nion (cm-3) = 1018 Te = 100 Te = 200 Te = 400 Te = 600 Te = 1000 
Tr (eV) = 100 1.748E+01 1.681E+01 1.674E+01 1.684E+01 1.712E+01 
Tr (eV) = 200 2.165E+01 2.371E+01 2.373E+01 2.375E+01 2.380E+01 
Tr (eV) = 500 2.400E+01 2.400E+01 2.400E+01 2.400E+01 2.402E+01 

 
Table 1.c. Evolution of variable mean charge Zbar with ATMED CR for comparison with codes of Ref. [9] 

 
Nion (cm-3) = 1020 Te = 50 Te = 100 Te = 150 Te = 400 Te = 600 Te = 800 Te = 1000 
Tr (eV) = 0 1.163E+01 1.546E+01 1.589E+01 1.633E+01 1.677E+01 1.727E+01 1.946E+01 
Nion (cm-3) = 1022 Te = 50 Te = 100 Te = 200 Te = 400 Te = 600 Te = 800 Te = 1000 
Tr (eV) = 0 7.244E+00 1.175E+01 1.570E+01 1.965E+01 2.202E+01 2.309E+01 2.355E+01 

 
 



Fig. 5. Total ionization and recombination rates of ATMED CR (

Table 2.a. Total ionization rates with ATMED CR for comparison with codes of NLTE

Ion 400 eV ATMED CR ATOMIC_RCAL
18 0.000e+00 1.349e+14 
19 2.762e+16 1.044e+14 
20 0.000e+00 1.286e+14 
Ion 1000 eV ATMED CR ATOMIC_RCAL
22 0.000e+00 6.022e+13 
23 1.391e+16 2.248e+14 
24 0.000e+00 2.810e+11 
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Total ionization and recombination rates of ATMED CR (●) and codes of NLTE-10 Workshop, Ne = 1.0E+24 cm
 

Table 2.a. Total ionization rates with ATMED CR for comparison with codes of NLTE-10 Workshop at Ne = 1.0E+24 cm
 

ATOMIC_RCAL AVERROES CRAC CRETIN_M 
3.951e+14 1.184e+14 4.782e+15 
2.830e+14 8.717e+13 2.602e+15 
1.870e+14 5.441e+13 1.350e+15 

ATOMIC_RCAL AVERROES CRAC CRETIN_M 
4.829e+14 9.169e+13 9.890e+15 
2.042e+14 2.481e+13 3.482e+15 
1.748e+11 1.741e+10 2.501e+12 
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= 1.0E+24 cm-3, Te = 400/1000 eV 

= 1.0E+24 cm-3, Te = 400/1000 eV  

JATOM SCRAM 
3.113e+16 1.822e+15 
1.553e+16 1.277e+15 
9.944e+15 8.948e+14 
JATOM SCRAM 
2.647e+17 7.896e+15 
8.675e+15 1.090e+15 
1.083e+12 9.478e+11 
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Table 2.b. Total recombination rates of ATMED CR for comparison with codes of NLTE-10 Workshop, Ne = 1.0E+24 cm-3, Te =400/1000 eV  
 

Ion 400 eV ATMED CR ATOMIC_RCAL AVERROES CRAC CRETIN_M JATOM SCRAM 
18 0.000e+00 1.118e+14 3.798e+14 1.289e+13 3.318e+15 2.316e+16 1.492e+15 
19 1.098e+15 1.521e+14 5.173e+14 1.192e+14 2.934e+15 1.988e+16 1.383e+15 
20 0.000e+00 2.127e+14 6.540e+14 1.514e+14 2.795e+15 2.331e+16 1.531e+15 
Ion 1000 eV ATMED CR ATOMIC_RCAL AVERROES CRAC CRETIN_M JATOM SCRAM 
22 0.000e+00 4.439e+13 1.959e+14 2.990e+13 1.042e+15 3.217e+16 1.065e+15 
23 1.136e+14 2.501e+14 4.170e+14 3.720e+13 3.887e+15 6.043e+15 3.222e+15 
24 0.000e+00 2.212e+14 3.641e+14 2.188e+13 3.442e+15 8.622e+14 9.175e+14 

 
Table 3.a. Mean opacities with ATMED UTA modules LTE/CR for comparison with codes of Fig. 10 

 
ATMED: Te & ρ LTE - KR CR - KR Te = TR CR - KR TR = 0 LTE - KP CR - KP Te = TR CR - KP TR = 0 
100 eV & 0.1 g/cm3  9.2666E+02 1.152E+03 1.216E+03 2.6908E+03 3.918E+03 4.036E+03 
150 eV & 0.1 g/cm3 3.3977E+02 3.913E+02 5.372E+02 1.9676E+03 2.748E+03 3.118E+03 
200 eV & 0.1 g/cm3 2.9358E+02 3.274E+02 5.487E+02 1.7816E+03 2.576E+03 3.621E+03 
ATMED: Te & ρ LTE - KR CR - KR Te = TR CR - KR TR = 0 LTE - KP CR - KP Te = TR CR - KP TR = 0 
100 eV & 0.01 g/cm3  1.8650E+02 2.331E+02 3.833E+02 1.3152E+03 1.827E+03 2.253E+03 
150 eV & 0.01 g/cm3 8.4429E+01 2.600E+02 2.500E+02 1.3037E+03 2.478E+03 2.874E+03 
200 eV & 0.01 g/cm3 5.8886E+01 5.922E+01 3.282E+02 9.5787E+02 1.390E+03 3.804E+03 
ATMED: Te & ρ LTE - KR CR - KR Te = TR CR - KR TR = 0 LTE - KP CR - KP Te = TR CR - KP TR = 0 
100 eV & 0.001 g/cm3  3.1294E+01 1.096E+02 4.460E+02 9.7028E+02 1.410E+03 2.468E+03 
150 eV & 0.001 g/cm3 1.7069E+01 1.851E+01 2.250E+02 7.5006E+02 1.041E+03 2.985E+03 
200 eV & 0.001 g/cm3 6.1002E+00 6.512E+00 3.280E+02 3.5010E+02 5.014E+02 4.000E+03 



3.1.2 Atomic processes rates 
 
The radiative and collisional rates for atomic 
processes between energy levels of the average 
atom are a good equilibrated set of analytical 
approximations of quantum mechanical ones. 
The nlj-splitting of orbitals improves the 
computation of electron binding energies, radial 
dipole matrix elements, multiplications of 
degeneracy and oscillator strengths 
and transition probabilities. In iron plasmas of 
NLTE-10 Workshop [17,18], the total rates of 
ionization and recombination have been included 
in the average ion according to plasma mean 
charge computed with ATMED CR (
high concordance in the order of magnitude with 
the rate figures for ions of different charge states 
calculated with detailed collisional radiative 
codes, see Fig. 5 and Table 2. 
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The radiative and collisional rates for atomic 
processes between energy levels of the average 
atom are a good equilibrated set of analytical 
approximations of quantum mechanical ones. 

splitting of orbitals improves the 
ng energies, radial 

dipole matrix elements, multiplications of 
degeneracy and oscillator strengths gf-values 
and transition probabilities. In iron plasmas of 

10 Workshop [17,18], the total rates of 
ionization and recombination have been included 

e average ion according to plasma mean 
charge computed with ATMED CR (●), keeping 
high concordance in the order of magnitude with 
the rate figures for ions of different charge states 
calculated with detailed collisional radiative 

3.2 Radiative Properties 
 
3.2.1 Spectrally resolved emission
 
In Fig. 6 there are displayed spectra of frequency 
resolved emission of iron plasmas of NLTE
Workshop [17,18]. For these plasma cases, 
ATMED CR obtains a spectrum UTA or MUTA 
(Mixed Unresolved Transition Array) below that 
one of detailed codes but above the spectrum of 
code CRETIN_M (▬). CRETIN is a 1D, 2D and 
3D non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (NLTE) 
atomic kinetics/radiation transport code of LLNL 
which follows the time evolution of atomic
populations and photon distributions as radiation 
interacts with a plasma. It can provide detailed 
spectra for comparing with experimental 
diagnostics.  
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spectra for comparing with experimental 

 



Fig. 6. Total emission spectra of ATMED CR MUTA (
other codes of NLTE

 
3.2.2 Spectrally resolved & mean opacities of 

pure iron  
 
In Figs. 7-12 there are displayed spectra of 
frequency resolved opacity (cm
plasmas, checking the high spectral quality of 
ATMED CR with respect to other atomic codes 
[27-33], as well as the high sensitivity to slight 
changes in temperatures, densities or dilution 
factors. 
 
ATMED CR code is very fast, for iron plasma 
case at Te = 30 eV, TR = 100 eV and ρ = 0.091 
g/cm3, the computation times are 581 s (DCA), 
36 s (RDCA), 7.5 s (ATMED) and 1 s (XSN). For 
conditions Te = 3000 eV the computation time 
with ATMED is 83 seconds. In Fig. 8.a
opacity profiles of ATMED CR UTA (
displayed at density 1 g/cm3. 
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Total emission spectra of ATMED CR MUTA (─) (above), or UTA (─), CRETIN_M (

other codes of NLTE-10 Workshop 

resolved & mean opacities of 

12 there are displayed spectra of 
frequency resolved opacity (cm2/g) of iron 
plasmas, checking the high spectral quality of 
ATMED CR with respect to other atomic codes 

33], as well as the high sensitivity to slight 
changes in temperatures, densities or dilution 

ATMED CR code is very fast, for iron plasma 
= 100 eV and ρ = 0.091 

computation times are 581 s (DCA), 
36 s (RDCA), 7.5 s (ATMED) and 1 s (XSN). For 

= 3000 eV the computation time 
with ATMED is 83 seconds. In Fig. 8.a the 
opacity profiles of ATMED CR UTA (▬) are 

In Fig. 8.b the opacity profiles of ATMED CR of 
UTA, MUTA (▬) formalisms are displayed, 
observing that the greater the electronic 
temperature Te (1250 > 500) the greater the 
departure between calculations with radiation 
temperature TR = Te (▬) or TR = 0 eV (
density 1 g/cm3.  
  
In Fig. 8.c opacity profiles of ATMED CR UTA 
are displayed, noticing the high sensitivity to 
changes in electronic temperature or dilution 
factor for specific plasmas at TR = 800 or 250 eV. 
 
In Fig. 9 the opacity profiles of ATMED LTE, 
ATMED CR (Te=TR) or (TR=0) at T
matter densities ρ = 0.01, 0.0001 g/cm
shown and are also superimposed over ones in 
Ref. [27]. At low density 0.0001 g/cm
rises in NLTE regime (TR=0) much more than 
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ETIN_M (─) and 

pacity profiles of ATMED CR of 
) formalisms are displayed, 

observing that the greater the electronic 
(1250 > 500) the greater the 

departure between calculations with radiation 
= 0 eV (▬) and 

In Fig. 8.c opacity profiles of ATMED CR UTA 
are displayed, noticing the high sensitivity to 
changes in electronic temperature or dilution 

= 800 or 250 eV.  

In Fig. 9 the opacity profiles of ATMED LTE, 
=0) at Te=80 eV and 

matter densities ρ = 0.01, 0.0001 g/cm3 are 
shown and are also superimposed over ones in 
Ref. [27]. At low density 0.0001 g/cm3 spectrum 

=0) much more than 



with 0.01 g/cm3 in respect of the spectr
ATMED LTE or CR (Te=TR). It is observed also 
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in respect of the spectra with 
). It is observed also 

how the UTA spectra are a relatively good 
average of MUTA spectra. 
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how the UTA spectra are a relatively good 

 

 



Fig. 7. Spectrally total resolved and mean K
Te = 30 (upper graph) or 3000 eV (intermediate graph), matter density ρ = 0.091 g/cm

radiation temperature TR = 100 eV with codes DCA, RDCA, XSNQ
with UTA formalism in NLTE. Spectrally total resolved opacity of iron plasmas at 

temperature in the range Te = 30÷3000, 
with code ATMED CR with UTA formalism in NLTE regime (below graph) 

 

Fig. 8.a. Spectrally total resolved opacity of iron plasmas at electronic temper
500, 800, 1250 eV and matter density ρ = 1 g/cm

ATMED CR (▬) with UTA formalism and radiation temperature T
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Spectrally total resolved and mean KR opacities of Fe plasmas at electronic temperature 

= 30 (upper graph) or 3000 eV (intermediate graph), matter density ρ = 0.091 g/cm
= 100 eV with codes DCA, RDCA, XSNQ-U [30] and ATMED CR [1,2]

with UTA formalism in NLTE. Spectrally total resolved opacity of iron plasmas at 
= 30÷3000, ρ = 0.091 g/cm3 and radiation temperature T

with code ATMED CR with UTA formalism in NLTE regime (below graph) 

 
Spectrally total resolved opacity of iron plasmas at electronic temperatures T

500, 800, 1250 eV and matter density ρ = 1 g/cm3 with codes LEDCOP and OPAQS [28,29] and 
) with UTA formalism and radiation temperature TR = Te in LTE regime
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opacities of Fe plasmas at electronic temperature 
= 30 (upper graph) or 3000 eV (intermediate graph), matter density ρ = 0.091 g/cm3 and 

U [30] and ATMED CR [1,2] 
with UTA formalism in NLTE. Spectrally total resolved opacity of iron plasmas at electronic 

and radiation temperature TR = 100 eV 
with code ATMED CR with UTA formalism in NLTE regime (below graph)  

 

atures Te = 250, 
with codes LEDCOP and OPAQS [28,29] and 

in LTE regime 
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Fig. 8.b. Spectrally total resolved opacity and Rosseland mean opacity of iron plasmas at 
electronic temperatures Te = 500 and 1250 eV and matter density ρ = 1 g/cm3 with ATMED CR 

of UTA/MUTA formalisms and radiation temperature TR = Te or 0 eV in NLTE/LTE regimes 
 

  
 

Fig. 8.c. Spectrally total resolved opacity and Rosseland mean of Fe plasmas and 1 g/cm3 with 
code ATMED CR at radiation temperature TR = 800, electronic temperature Te = 800 eV and 

dilution factor X in the range 0.25÷2 (left) or TR = 250, Te in the range 150÷350 eV (right) 
 
In Fig. 10 the opacity profiles of ATMED LTE at 
electronic temperature Te = 100/150/200 eV and 
matter density ρ = 0.1 g/cm3 (▬), ρ = 0.01 g/cm3 
(▬) and ρ = 0.001 g/cm3 (▬) are superimposed 
over spectra of Ref. [31]. The non-LTE effects 
are more significant the lower the density, the 
higher the temperature and can be observed 
when comparing calculations between ATMED 
LTE or ATMED CR (Te = TR) with respect to that 
of ATMED CR (TR = 0). 
 
In Fig. 10.c the opacity profiles of ATMED                  
LTE, ATMED CR (Te = TR) and ATMED CR (TR = 
0) at electronic temperature Te = 100/200                     
eV and matter density ρ = 0.1 (▬), 0.01                    
(▬) and 0.001 g/cm3 (▬) are displayed. The 

non-LTE effects can be observed                        
vertically for decreasing densities at                            
the same electronic temperature Te, and also 
horizontally for increasing temperature at the 
same density. 
 
In Figs. 11.a-b-c there are displayed spectra of 
frequency resolved opacity (cm2/g) of iron 
plasmas for conditions of convection-radiation 
zone boundary, checking the high spectral 
quality of ATMED CR for very recent 
experimental measurements [34]. 
 
In Fig.11.c there are displayed frequency 
resolved opacities (cm2/g) of iron plasma with 
ATMED CR UTA or MUTA, being mean charge 



Zbar=16.3 and opacities respectively K
553.5 cm2/g. 
 
In Fig. 11.d there are displayed frequency 
resolved opacities (cm2/g) of iron plasma with 
 

Fig. 9.a. Spectrally frequency resolved opacity of iron plasmas at electronic 
80 eV with ATMED LTE, ATMED CR (T

0.0001 g/cm
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=16.3 and opacities respectively KR=935.3 / 

In Fig. 11.d there are displayed frequency 
/g) of iron plasma with 

ATMED CR UTA or MUTA belonging to cases of 
conditions in Reference [10], illustrating the 
sensitivity to radiation temperature T
electronic temperature Te = 150 eV and density 
Ne = 2E+19 cm-3. 

 
 

Spectrally frequency resolved opacity of iron plasmas at electronic temperature T
80 eV with ATMED LTE, ATMED CR (Te = TR) or ATMED CR (TR =0) and matter densities 0.01, 

0.0001 g/cm3, and also with UTA/MUTA formalisms  
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ATMED CR UTA or MUTA belonging to cases of 
ce [10], illustrating the 

sensitivity to radiation temperature TR changes at 
= 150 eV and density 

temperature Te = 
=0) and matter densities 0.01, 

 



 
Fig. 9.b. Spectrally resolved opacity of iron plasmas at electronic temperature T

matter density with ATMED LTE/CR (T
in UTA/MUTA formalisms and codes detailed DLA (
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Spectrally resolved opacity of iron plasmas at electronic temperature T
matter density with ATMED LTE/CR (Te =TR), (a) ρ = 0.01 g/cm3 (▬) and (b) ρ = 0.0001 g/cm

in UTA/MUTA formalisms and codes detailed DLA (─) [27], average atom AA (
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Spectrally resolved opacity of iron plasmas at electronic temperature Te = 80 eV, 
) and (b) ρ = 0.0001 g/cm3 (▬) 

─) [27], average atom AA (─) [27]  

 



Fig. 10.a. Iron plasmas spectral opacity at electronic 
LTE [3

 (▬), (b) ρ = 0.01 g/cm3 (▬) and (c) ρ = 0.001 g/cm
Accounting formalism DLA (
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Iron plasmas spectral opacity at electronic temperature Te = 100/150 eV with ATMED 

LTE [3-5] and density (a) ρ = 0.1 g/cm3 

) and (c) ρ = 0.001 g/cm3 (▬) and also with code of Detailed Level 
Accounting formalism DLA (▬) of Ref. [31]  
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= 100/150 eV with ATMED 

) and also with code of Detailed Level 

 



Fig. 10.b. Iron plasmas spectral opacity at electronic temperature T
[3-5] and density (a) ρ = 0.1 g/cm

(▬) [31] and with ATMED CR UTA with same scale (b & c) and T
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opacity at electronic temperature Te = 200 eV with ATMED LTE 

5] and density (a) ρ = 0.1 g/cm3 (▬), (b) ρ = 0.01 g/cm3 (▬) and (c) ρ = 0.001 g/cm
▬) [31] and with ATMED CR UTA with same scale (b & c) and TR=Te or TR
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= 200 eV with ATMED LTE 
) and (c) ρ = 0.001 g/cm3 (▬), DLA 

R=0 eV  

 

 



Fig. 10.c. Fe plasmas spectral opacity at electronic temperature 100/200 eV with ATMED LTE 
and density (a) ρ = 0.1 (▬), (b) 0.01 (

formalism with radiation temperature T
 

 
Fig. 11.a. Experimentally measured (Data) resolved opacity of Fe plasmas at electronic 

temperatures Te = 195, 205 eV and density N
SCRAM [34] and ATMED CR UTA, T
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Fe plasmas spectral opacity at electronic temperature 100/200 eV with ATMED LTE 
), (b) 0.01 (▬), (c) 0.001 g/cm3 (▬), and also with ATMED CR for UTA 

formalism with radiation temperature TR=Te (thinner lines), TR= 0 eV (dashed lines)

Experimentally measured (Data) resolved opacity of Fe plasmas at electronic 
= 195, 205 eV and density Ne = 4.0x1022, 6.7x1022 cm-3 respectively with code 

and ATMED CR UTA, Te = 195 (▬,▬) or 205 (▬) eV, radiation temperature T
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Fe plasmas spectral opacity at electronic temperature 100/200 eV with ATMED LTE 
), and also with ATMED CR for UTA 

(dashed lines) 

 

Experimentally measured (Data) resolved opacity of Fe plasmas at electronic 
respectively with code 

) eV, radiation temperature TR 



In Fig. 12 there are displayed frequency               
resolved opacities (cm2/g) of iron plasma for 
conditions of stellar envelopes. The opacity 
profile of ATMED CR with Te
superimposed over spectra of Ref. [35], or 
profiles with Te=TR (▬) or TR=0 eV (
visualizing non-LTE effects are superimposed 
over spectra of Ref. [38]. The codes STA and 
ATMED CR, show UTA spectral structures more 

Fig. 11.b. Spectrally resolved opacity of iron plasma at electronic temperature T
electronic density Ne = 6.9 x 1021

UTA formalism and also as radiation temperature T
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In Fig. 12 there are displayed frequency               
/g) of iron plasma for 

conditions of stellar envelopes. The opacity 
e=TR (▬) is 

superimposed over spectra of Ref. [35], or 
=0 eV (▬) for 

LTE effects are superimposed 
over spectra of Ref. [38]. The codes STA and 
ATMED CR, show UTA spectral structures more 

simple and shifted in energy with r
detailed codes HULLAC, LEDCOP, OPAS, SCO
RCG due to the more simplified degree of 
description of atomic structure and the great 
quantity of separated lines in the spectrum. 
ATMED has spectral characteristics which are an 
average of the profiles of different codes with 
variations up to 50% in the intensity of some 
transitions. 

 

 
Spectrally resolved opacity of iron plasma at electronic temperature Te 

21 cm-3 of code in Reference [31] and ATMED CR considering 
UTA formalism and also as radiation temperature TR = 156 (▬) or TR = 0 (▬

 

 
 
 
 

; Article no.AJR2P.41729 
 
 

simple and shifted in energy with respect to the 
detailed codes HULLAC, LEDCOP, OPAS, SCO-
RCG due to the more simplified degree of 
description of atomic structure and the great 
quantity of separated lines in the spectrum. 
ATMED has spectral characteristics which are an 

es of different codes with 
variations up to 50% in the intensity of some 

 

 = 156 eV and 
and ATMED CR considering 

▬) eV  

 



Fig. 11.c. Spectral opacity of iron plasma at electronic temperature T
electronic density Ne = 1023 cm

relativistic (SR) modes and ATMED CR considering T
conditions with ATMED CR UTA (

TR = 192 (
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Spectral opacity of iron plasma at electronic temperature Te = 193/192 eV and 

cm-3 of code ATOMIC [32,33,38] fully relativistic (FR), semi
relativistic (SR) modes and ATMED CR considering Te=TR= 193/192/0 eV. Opacity at same 

conditions with ATMED CR UTA (▬) or MUTA (▬) (above) or ATMED UTA (▬) considering also 
= 192 (▬) or TR = 0 (▬) eV (below) 
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= 193/192 eV and 
fully relativistic (FR), semi-

= 193/192/0 eV. Opacity at same 
) considering also 

 



Fig. 11.d. Opacity of iron plasma at electronic temperature T
of ATMED UTA (above), MUTA (below) 

 
3.2.3 Trends of Rosseland & Planck Mean 

Opacities 
 
In Figs. 13-14 there are displayed graphs of 
trends of Rosseland and Planck mean opacities 
(cm2/g) of iron plasmas, checking the high 
concordance of values of ATMED LTE and 
 

Fig. 12.a. Opacity with ATMED CR UTA (
values of T
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Opacity of iron plasma at electronic temperature Te = 150 eV, density Ne

of ATMED UTA (above), MUTA (below)  

Rosseland & Planck Mean 

14 there are displayed graphs of 
trends of Rosseland and Planck mean opacities 

/g) of iron plasmas, checking the high 
concordance of values of ATMED LTE and 

ATMED CR (Te=TR) with respect to Ref. [27], 
Tables 4-5. ATMED CR results for Rosseland K
(▬) and Planck KP (▬) mean opacities are 
similar to those of the set of codes of Ref. [27] 
computed with equal electronic and radiation 
temperatures (Te=TR) eV.  

 

Opacity with ATMED CR UTA (▬) of iron plasmas and codes of Ref. [35], several 
values of Te and matter density 3.4 mg/cm3 
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e = 2E+19 cm-3 

) with respect to Ref. [27], 
5. ATMED CR results for Rosseland KR 

) mean opacities are 
similar to those of the set of codes of Ref. [27] 
computed with equal electronic and radiation 

 
) of iron plasmas and codes of Ref. [35], several 



Table 3.b. Rosseland mean opacity KR (cm

ATMED CR UTA (Te - TR) (27.3 - 27.3) 
KR cm2/g 1.915E+04 
Mean Charge Zbar 8.338317E+00

Table 4. Evolution of mean opacities with ATMED CR for comparison with codes of Fig. 13
 

ATMED CR: Te = TR = 20 eV 5 x 10-6 g/cm
Rosseland KR  1.661E+03
Planck KP 4.188E+04
ATMED CR: Te = 20 & TR = 0 eV 5 x 10-6 g/cm
Rosseland KR  3.103E+03
Planck KP 6.910E+04

Fig. 12.b. Opacity of iron plasmas with detailed codes SCO or ATOMIC [38] and ATMED CR at electronic temperature T
temperature TR and density 2 mg/cm3, averaging with two shifted UTA structures the main groups of lines centered at around 42 or 65 eV.

Benita; 
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(cm2/g) and mean charge with ATMED CR at several electronic-
 

(27.3 - 0) (15 - 27.3) (20 - 27.3) 
1.939E+04 3.654E+04 2.699E+04 

8.338317E+00 8.275221E+00 5.699154E+00 6.736098E+00 
 

Table 4. Evolution of mean opacities with ATMED CR for comparison with codes of Fig. 13

g/cm3 10-5 g/cm3 10-4 g/cm3 10-3 g/cm3 
1.661E+03 2.411E+03 8.186E+03 1.774E+04 
4.188E+04 4.436E+04 5.264E+04 6.153E+04 

g/cm3 10-5 g/cm3 10-4 g/cm3 10-3 g/cm3 
3.103E+03 3.503E+03 7.341E+03 1.777E+04 
6.910E+04 6.613E+04 5.992E+04 6.271E+04 

 

 
Opacity of iron plasmas with detailed codes SCO or ATOMIC [38] and ATMED CR at electronic temperature T

, averaging with two shifted UTA structures the main groups of lines centered at around 42 or 65 eV.
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-radiation temperatures in eV. 

(35 - 27.3) (40 - 27.3) 
1.349E+04 9.735E+03 
9.946713E+00 1.085547E+01 

Table 4. Evolution of mean opacities with ATMED CR for comparison with codes of Fig. 13 

10-2 g/cm3 10-1 g/cm3 
3.477E+04 6.320E+04 
7.353E+04 1.015E+05 
10-2 g/cm3 10-1 g/cm3 
3.495E+04 6.319E+04 
7.374E+04 1.015E+05 

 

Opacity of iron plasmas with detailed codes SCO or ATOMIC [38] and ATMED CR at electronic temperature Te=23 eV, radiation 
, averaging with two shifted UTA structures the main groups of lines centered at around 42 or 65 eV. 



The departures from LTE regime 
are clearly observed when computing with 
ATMED CR for low densities and T
0 eV, KR (▬) and KP (▬) mean opacities. 
For the low density of ρ = 0.001 g/cm
CR results with Te=TR eV for KR (■
 

Fig. 13.a. Fe plasmas KR and KP 
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The departures from LTE regime                                     
are clearly observed when computing with 

CR for low densities and TR =                                
) mean opacities.                    

For the low density of ρ = 0.001 g/cm3, ATMED 
■) and KP (■) 

mean opacities are similar also to those 
[27]. 
 
ATMED LTE results for KR (■) and K
opacities at 10-4 g/cm3 are similar to those of 
[27]. 

 

 
 

mean opacities (cm2/g) of ATMED LTE/CR and other codes of 
Ref. [27] at 20 eV 
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mean opacities are similar also to those of Ref. 

) and KP (■) mean 
are similar to those of 

 

 

/g) of ATMED LTE/CR and other codes of 



Fig. 13.b. Fe plasmas KR and KP mean opacities (cm

ATMED LTE results for KR (■) and K
opacities at 10-2/10-4 g/cm3 are similar to those of 
Reference [27]. 
 
3.2.4 Spectrally Resolved Transmission
 
In Figs. 15-18 there are displayed 
spectra of frequency resolved transmission of 
iron plasmas, checking the high spectral quality 
of ATMED CR with respect to other atomic codes 
[35-38], as well as the high sensitivity to slight 
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mean opacities (cm2/g) of ATMED LTE and other codes of Ref. 

[27] at 0.0001 g/cm3 
 

) and KP (■) mean 
are similar to those of 

Spectrally Resolved Transmission 

18 there are displayed                               
spectra of frequency resolved transmission of 
iron plasmas, checking the high spectral quality 
of ATMED CR with respect to other atomic codes 

l as the high sensitivity to slight 

changes in temperatures, densities or plasma 
lengths. 
 
In Fig. 17 it can be noticed also the high 
convergence between spectra calculated with 
both options for thick plasmas of ATMED CR: 
photon confinement probability 
radiative rates in photoionized plasmas (T
TR ≠ 0 eV), or escape factors by bound
line applied to spontaneous emission without 
radiation field (TR = 0). 
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/g) of ATMED LTE and other codes of Ref. 

changes in temperatures, densities or plasma 

In Fig. 17 it can be noticed also the high 
convergence between spectra calculated with 
both options for thick plasmas of ATMED CR: 
photon confinement probability applied to 
radiative rates in photoionized plasmas (Te and 

≠ 0 eV), or escape factors by bound-bound 
line applied to spontaneous emission without 
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Table 5.a. Evolution of mean opacities with ATMED CR UTA (Te, TR eV) for comparison with codes of Fig. 13 
 

10-4 g/cm3 & TR=Te Te = 50 eV Te = 80 eV Te = 100 eV Te = 200 eV Te = 400 eV Te = 600 eV Te = 800 eV 
Rosseland KR  2.020E+02 1.350E+01 7.714E+00 7.661E-01 2.304E-01 1.976E-01 1.942E-01 
Planck KP 2.802E+03 1.072E+03 9.078E+02 9.275E+01 4.272E-01 2.112E+00 4.967E-01 
10-4 g/cm3 & TR=0 Te = 50 eV Te = 80 eV Te = 100 eV Te = 200 eV Te = 400 eV Te = 600 eV Te = 800 eV 
Rosseland KR  4.025E+03 1.815E+03 1.370E+03 4.559E+02 3.702E+02 2.541E+02 1.708E+02 
Planck KP 1.117E+04 5.567E+03 4.245E+03 4.113E+03 3.263E+03 1.885E+03 1.150E+03 

 
Table 5.b. Evolution of mean opacities with ATMED CR UTA (Te, TR eV) or ATMED LTE for comparison with codes of Fig. 14 

 
10-2 g/cm3 - ATMED LTE Te = 80 eV Te = 200 eV Te = 400 eV Te = 600 eV Te = 800 eV Te = 1000 eV 
Rosseland KR  5.5553E+02 5.8886E+01 2.9514E+00 6.1134E-01 3.3963E-01 2.7846E-01 
Planck KP 2.4149E+03 9.5787E+02 2.3458E+01 6.0958E+00 1.4494E+01 7.0852E+00 
10-2 g/cm3  CR & TR=Te Te = 80 eV Te = 100 eV Te = 200 eV Te = 600 eV Te = 800 eV Te = 1000 eV 
Rosseland KR  6.040E+02 2.520E+02 5.922E+01 6.278E-01 3.473E-01 2.821E-01 
Planck KP 2.993E+03 1.883E+03 1.390E+03 6.703E+00 1.494E+01 7.419E+00 
10-2 g/cm3  CR & TR=0 Te = 80 eV Te = 100 eV Te = 200 eV Te = 600 eV Te = 800 eV Te = 1000 eV 
Rosseland KR  9.940E+02 3.833E+02 3.325E+02 1.926E+02 1.416E+02 1.041E+02 
Planck KP 3.937E+03 2.253E+03 3.809E+03 1.340E+03 8.409E+02 5.275E+02 
10-4 g/cm3 - ATMED LTE Te = 80 eV Te = 200 eV Te = 400 eV Te = 600 eV Te = 800 eV Te = 1000 eV 
Rosseland KR  1.0695E+01 7.2892E-01 2.2502E-01 1.9563E-01 1.9379E-01 1.9356E-01 
Planck KP 1.0171E+03 6.6086E+01 3.3925E-01 2.0875E+00 4.8866E-01 8.8886E-02 

 



Fig. 14. Iron plasmas mean opacities with ATMED LTE, K
of Ref. [27]: (a) 0.01, (b) 0.0001 g/cm
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14. Iron plasmas mean opacities with ATMED LTE, KR (■) and KP (■) cm2/g and code DLA 

of Ref. [27]: (a) 0.01, (b) 0.0001 g/cm3. 
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/g and code DLA 

 



Fig. 15. Fe experimental transmission (Da Silva 1992) compared to OPAL, OP [35] and ATMED 
CR (▬) at 8 mg/cm3, 25 eV, D=2.5E

structure the main group of lines centered at around 70, 96 or 108 eV (above). Fe experimental 
transmission (shot 28) compared to HULLAC [36] and ATMED CR (

D=5E
 

Fig. 16. Fe transmission with ATMED CR at T
(left) or 8 mg/cm

 
3.2.5 Radiative properties of mixtures with 

iron 
 
In Figs. 19-20 there are displayed spectra of 
frequency resolved transmission and opacity 
(cm2/g) of iron plasmas inside mixtures, checking 
the high spectral quality of ATMED CR with 
respect to other atomic codes [39,40], as well as 
the high sensitivity to slight changes in 
temperatures, densities or number of 
components.  
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Fe experimental transmission (Da Silva 1992) compared to OPAL, OP [35] and ATMED 

, 25 eV, D=2.5E-3 cm, 20 μg/cm2 averaging with a slightly shifted UTA 
structure the main group of lines centered at around 70, 96 or 108 eV (above). Fe experimental 

transmission (shot 28) compared to HULLAC [36] and ATMED CR (▬) at 4 mg/cm
D=5E-3 cm, 20 μg/cm2 (below)  

 

 
Fe transmission with ATMED CR at TR = 25 eV, 20 μg/cm2: 4 mg/cm3 and other lengths 

(left) or 8 mg/cm3 and other Te (right)  

Radiative properties of mixtures with 

20 there are displayed spectra of 
resolved transmission and opacity 

/g) of iron plasmas inside mixtures, checking 
the high spectral quality of ATMED CR with 
respect to other atomic codes [39,40], as well as 
the high sensitivity to slight changes in 
temperatures, densities or number of 

The transmission of mixture Fe+Mg computed 
with ATMED CR as in Fig. 19 shows clearly two 
UTA shifted structures, one for lines Heα, Lyα 
and the other for lines Lyα, Heβ. 
 
In Figs. 20-21 there can be observed the 
departures from LTE in solar plasma computing 
with ATMED LTE (▬) or ATMED CR considering 
10 components (▬), or 18 (▬) as in Table 6. The 
mixture of 10 elements has 92.0823% of 
hydrogen, and the other first nine components 
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Fe experimental transmission (Da Silva 1992) compared to OPAL, OP [35] and ATMED 
averaging with a slightly shifted UTA 

structure the main group of lines centered at around 70, 96 or 108 eV (above). Fe experimental 
) at 4 mg/cm3, 25 eV, 

 

and other lengths 

The transmission of mixture Fe+Mg computed 
with ATMED CR as in Fig. 19 shows clearly two 
UTA shifted structures, one for lines Heα, Lyα 

there can be observed the 
asma computing 

) or ATMED CR considering 
) as in Table 6. The 

mixture of 10 elements has 92.0823% of 
hydrogen, and the other first nine components 



with the same percentages. In the boundary of 
convection-radiation zone at mixture conditions 
Te=TR=193 eV and Ne= 1E+23 cm
 

 
Fig. 17. Fe experimental transmission compared to codes OPAMCDF, SCO

ATMED CR at 0.058 g/cm3, 150 eV, 54 μg/cm
Intermediate figure with same scale and plasma lengths in range 5E
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with the same percentages. In the boundary of 
n zone at mixture conditions 

= 1E+23 cm-3, low Z 

elements are in frontier regions of regimes 
NLTE-LTE and intermediate-high Z elements as 
iron are practically in LTE regime.  

 

 

Fe experimental transmission compared to codes OPAMCDF, SCO-RCG [37,38] and 
, 150 eV, 54 μg/cm2, corresponding to plasma length of 9.31E

Intermediate figure with same scale and plasma lengths in range 5E-04÷1E
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elements are in frontier regions of regimes 
high Z elements as 

 

 

 

 

RCG [37,38] and 
, corresponding to plasma length of 9.31E-04 cm. 

04÷1E-02 cm 



Fig. 18.a. Spectrally resolved transmissions of iron plasma at electronic temperature T
156 eV and density Ne = 6.9 x 10
ATMED CR considering UTA formalism and also as areal density 61 (

 

Fig. 18.b. Spectral experimental transmission of iron plasma at electronic temperature T
= 150 eV and density Ne = 8.5 x 10

CR considering UTA formalism and also as areal density 61 (
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Spectrally resolved transmissions of iron plasma at electronic temperature T

= 6.9 x 1021 cm-3 of codes OPAL, PRISMSPECT in Reference [31]
ATMED CR considering UTA formalism and also as areal density 61 (▬) or 32 (

 
Spectral experimental transmission of iron plasma at electronic temperature T

= 8.5 x 1021 cm-3 compared to DLA code in Reference [27] and ATMED 
CR considering UTA formalism and also as areal density 61 (▬) or 32 (▬) μg/cm
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Spectrally resolved transmissions of iron plasma at electronic temperature Te = TR = 
of codes OPAL, PRISMSPECT in Reference [31] and 

) or 32 (▬) μg/cm2  

 

Spectral experimental transmission of iron plasma at electronic temperature Te = TR 
compared to DLA code in Reference [27] and ATMED 

) μg/cm2  



Fig. 19. Mixture FeMg transmission computed with RADIATOR + GALM [39] and compared to 
the calculated of ATMED CR at electro
radiation temperature TR = 165 eV (

 
Table 6. Solar plasma considering a mixture of 18 components and their volume percentage %

Element %H 
Percentage (%) 92.0808 
Element %Si      
Percentage (%) 0.0031 
Element %P 
Percentage (%) 1.875E-4 

 
The non-LTE effects are accounted for with the 
collisional radiative balance rising fundamentally 
the hydrogen opacity slope with respect to 
compute in LTE regime or with Saha equations, 
 

Fig. 20. Mixture of solar plasma with Fe computed with ATMED LTE and 6 components (
ATMED CR with 10 (▬) or 18 (▬) components with composition 

Ref. [40] at Ne = 1.0 x 10
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Mixture FeMg transmission computed with RADIATOR + GALM [39] and compared to 

the calculated of ATMED CR at electronic density Ne = 8.0 x 1021 cm-3, Te = 165 eV and as 
= 165 eV (▬) or TR = 0 eV (▬) with areal density 7.4E+17 ion/cm

Solar plasma considering a mixture of 18 components and their volume percentage %
 

%He   %O %Fe %Mg 
7.8 0.061 0.0037 0.0024 
%S   %C   %Ne %Na 
0.0015 0.03 0.0076 1.875E-4 
%Cl %Ti %Cr %Mn 
1.875E-4 1.875E-4 1.875E-4 1.875E-4 

LTE effects are accounted for with the 
collisional radiative balance rising fundamentally 
the hydrogen opacity slope with respect to 
compute in LTE regime or with Saha equations, 

increasing the Rosseland mean opacities also of 
other light elements and lowering the total mean 
charge [40,41]. 

 
Mixture of solar plasma with Fe computed with ATMED LTE and 6 components (

) components with composition of Ref. [41] or with code (
= 1.0 x 1023 cm-3, Te = 193 eV (convection boundary region) 
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Mixture FeMg transmission computed with RADIATOR + GALM [39] and compared to 
= 165 eV and as 

) with areal density 7.4E+17 ion/cm2 

Solar plasma considering a mixture of 18 components and their volume percentage % 

%N 
0.0084 
%Al 
1.875E-4 
%Ni    
1.875E-4 

opacities also of 
other light elements and lowering the total mean 

 

Mixture of solar plasma with Fe computed with ATMED LTE and 6 components (▬), 
of Ref. [41] or with code (▬) of 

= 193 eV (convection boundary region)  



Fig. 21. Mixture of solar plasma with Fe computed with ATMED LTE and 6 components (
ATMED CR with 10 (▬) or 18 (▬) components with 

Ref. [40] at Ne = 1.0 x 10

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSI
 
In this paper, there are modeled with ATMED CR 
iron steady state plasmas for wide 
thermodynamic ranges, proposed in 
theoretical calculations or real experiments in 
high energy density facilities. The results for 
plasma properties can be considered 
as very optimal and accurate, according to the 
electronic and radiation temperatures 
points of conditions provided in bibliographic 
data. The iterative loops implemented 
inside the stationary module of ATMED CR 
without matricial resolution following A.F. 
Nikiforov et al. [14], are very rapid and
useful for calculating statistical averaged plasma 
properties, avoiding some of the typical 
difficulties encountered when interpreting the 
simulation of plasmas created in laboratories or 
in computational experiments a
example, intensive calculations with 
enormous matrices of detailed collisional 
radiative codes. This article has displayed also 
the fundamental chronology of average atom 
models evolution as a consequence
gradual quantization of matter atomic structure 
through decades. 
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Mixture of solar plasma with Fe computed with ATMED LTE and 6 components (

) components with composition of Ref. [41] or with code (
= 1.0 x 1023 cm-3, Te = 193 eV (convection boundary region) 

 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, there are modeled with ATMED CR 
iron steady state plasmas for wide 

ynamic ranges, proposed in                   
theoretical calculations or real experiments in 
high energy density facilities. The results for 
plasma properties can be considered                         
as very optimal and accurate, according to the 

ic and radiation temperatures – density 
points of conditions provided in bibliographic 
data. The iterative loops implemented                       
inside the stationary module of ATMED CR 
without matricial resolution following A.F. 

re very rapid and                     
useful for calculating statistical averaged plasma 
properties, avoiding some of the typical 
difficulties encountered when interpreting the 
simulation of plasmas created in laboratories or 
in computational experiments as for                            
example, intensive calculations with                    
enormous matrices of detailed collisional 
radiative codes. This article has displayed also 
the fundamental chronology of average atom 
models evolution as a consequence of the 
gradual quantization of matter atomic structure 

The present work contains a representative 
sample of steady state iron plasmas, highlighting 
the huge computation capability extension up to 
millions of plasmas with the implementation of a 
collisional radiative balance in the relativistic 
average atom model ATMED [4
departures from LTE regime are clearly observed 
when plasma properties are computed with 
module ATMED CR (TR = 0 eV or T
respect of calculating with ATMED CR (T
The non-LTE effects for all cases are more 
significant with decreasing densities and 
increasing temperatures depending on the 
atomic number of the element, intrinsic 
characteristic behavior of plasma conditions 
which in turn is also very well reproduced by 
ATMED CR code. Inside the thesis book [2,42] 
more data of iron plasmas can be found 
illustrating the extension of computation 
capability with cases also contained inside other 
References [10,17,30,43]. There is a good 
agreement of atomic and radiative properties 
with respect to very recent experimental 
measurements of laboratories simulated by other 
codes [44] and to the last theoretical 
developments in quantum mechanics of 
statistical methods and state of the art models, 
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Mixture of solar plasma with Fe computed with ATMED LTE and 6 components (▬), 
composition of Ref. [41] or with code (▬) of 

= 193 eV (convection boundary region)  

The present work contains a representative 
sample of steady state iron plasmas, highlighting 
the huge computation capability extension up to 

implementation of a 
collisional radiative balance in the relativistic 
average atom model ATMED [4-7]. The 
departures from LTE regime are clearly observed 
when plasma properties are computed with 

= 0 eV or TR ≠ Te eV) in 
lating with ATMED CR (Te = TR). 

LTE effects for all cases are more 
significant with decreasing densities and 
increasing temperatures depending on the 
atomic number of the element, intrinsic 
characteristic behavior of plasma conditions 

is also very well reproduced by 
ATMED CR code. Inside the thesis book [2,42] 
more data of iron plasmas can be found 
illustrating the extension of computation 
capability with cases also contained inside other 
References [10,17,30,43]. There is a good 

ment of atomic and radiative properties 
with respect to very recent experimental 
measurements of laboratories simulated by other 
codes [44] and to the last theoretical 
developments in quantum mechanics of 
statistical methods and state of the art models, 
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confirming tested high robustness and reliability 
of ATMED model software. 
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